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Abstract: The overall study to match the Li-Fi, Wi-Fi and 5g networks is to visualize or recognize that network is a lot of 
helpful and has the larger capability and speed to handle a lot of devices at a similar with the very best speed of the network. 
In today’s times, there's restricted speed of the network for the devices and additionally once a lot of variety of devices is 
connected at a similar time the speed of the network additionally decreases. The LI-FI is that the newest technology within the 
Field of wireless communication. Today many of us area unit victimisation web to fulfil their task through wired or wireless. 
because the variety of users is will increase the speed of information transmission within the wireless network gets 
mechanically decreases. WI-FI provides United States of America speed close to regarding 150mbps as per IEEE 802.11n 
however still it's ineffective to fulfil the necessity of the user. 

I. Introduction 

In today’s technical world, wireless communication has become an excellent needed to figure on each web base platform. 
Transmission of information from one place to a different through wireless communication has become a needed as a 
result of while not Wi-Fi, doing work on web platforms can't be an honest opinion for someone WHO works at a slow 
information measure of web. Speed is extremely vital think about the communication system whether or not it's wire or 
wireless knowledge transmission. Because of the speed any task will get execute at intervals a second. So it becomes 
required for wire and wireless transmission to possess a decent speed and additionally don't get slow once the amount of 
user’s gets will increase. The present wireless s networks that connect United States of America to the web area unit 
terribly slow once multiple devices area unit connected. Additionally with the rise within the variety of devices that access 
the web, the provision of mounted information measure makes it way tougher to get pleasure from high knowledge 
transfer rates and to attach a secure network. [1] 

Li-Fi may be a wireless optical networking technology. Specifically, it's a variety of actinic radiation communications (VLC) 
system that produces use of light-emitting diodes (LED) for knowledge transmission. Kind of like Wi-Fi, Li-Fi is that the 
solely variety of VLC that permits the bifacial transmission of sunshine. However, rather than the spectrum, it makes use of 
the actinic radiation spectrum through diode lightbulbs outfitted with a special chip. Li-Fi possesses a far broader 
spectrum for transmission compared to traditional ways of wireless communications that deem radio waves. The 
fundamental ideology behind this technology is that the information is often transferred through diode light-weight by 
varied light-weight intensities quicker than the human eyes will understand. 

LI-FI WI-FI 

Has the technology to gift IrDA compliant devices 
(802.15.7). 

Has the technology of wireless local area network 
802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ad normal compliant devices. 

Light is blocked by the walls and therefore can give 
safer knowledge transfer. 

RF signal can't be blocked by the walls and 
therefore got to use techniques to attain secure 
knowledge transfer. 

Data transfer is regarding 1Gbps speed. Knowledge transfer is WLAN-11n offers 150Mbps 
speed. Regarding 1-2 Gbps are often achieved 
victimisation WiGig/Giga-IR. 

It is regarding ten thousand-fold frequency 
spectrum of the radio. 

Its frequency is around a pair of.4GHz,4.9GHz and 
5GHz. 

Distance coated by li-fi is until wherever the 
visibility of sunshine is there. 

It’s regarding thirty two meters (WLAN 
802.11b/11g), vary supported transmit power 
and antenna kind. 
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Power consumption and value is low. Power consumption and value is high. 

Bandwidth is unlimited. Bandwidth is limited. 

 

In comparison to Wi-Fi, Li-Fi is a lot of compatible and has the lot of speed to transfer the information and has the 
capability to transfer sizable amount of information at same time to multiple devices. 
 

II. Working of Li-Fi 

The heart of the li-fi technology is that the high brightness LED’s these LED’s are often switched on and off terribly quickly 
which provides you opportunities for transmission knowledge since operational speed of diode is a smaller amount than 
one.  

We simply got to vary the speed at that the diode flicker relying upon the information we've to transmit. This invisible on 
off activity permits a sort knowledge transmission victimisation binary codes. A lightweight sensitive device (photo 
detector) receives the signal and converts into the first knowledge. This methodology of victimisation fast pulses of 
sunshine of information transmission wirelessly is technically referred as actinic radiation communication (VLC).There is 
associate electrode on one finish. Diode and a photograph detector (light sensor) on different. The ikon detector registers a 
binary one once diode is on and binary zero once diode is off. To make a message flash the diode various times or use 
associate array of diode of red, blue and inexperienced colour to get knowledge rates in vary of many megabits per 
seconds.  

An overhead lamp fitted with a diode with signal process technology streams knowledge embedded in its beam at ultra-
high speeds to the ikon detector. A receive electronic device then converts the little changes in amplitude into electrical 
signal that is then born-again back to a knowledge stream and transmitted to a pc or mobile device. The information are 
often encoded in light-weight by varied the unsteady rate that diode flicker on and off to come up with completely 
different strings of 1‟s‟ and 0‟s‟. The diode intensity is modulated thus apace that human eye cannot notice therefore the 
light-weight of diode seems constant to humans.  

 

Fig.-1 Working of Li-Fi 
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III. Working of Wi-Fi 

Wi-Fi may be a high speed net association and network association while not use of any cables or wires. The wireless 
network is working 3 essential parts that are radio signals, antenna and router. The radio waves are keys that build the 
Wi-Fi networking doable. The computers and cell phones are prepared with Wi-Fi cards. Wi-Fi compatibility has been 
employing a new creation to constituent inside the bottom connected with community network. The particular broadcast 
is connected with in sequence really it's completed by manner of stereophonic system surf yet because the value of wires 
with monitor to classification prone. Wi-Fi permits the person so as to induce access to internet anyplace within the actual 
provided space. you'll currently generate a system inside Resorts, library, schools, colleges, campus, personal institutes, 
yet as coffee stores yet as on the open public spot to assist to create your company way more moneymaking yet as move 
with their own client whenever. Wi-Fi compatibility will build surf with stare to company exploitation their ennobling 
cable tv a lot of a smaller quantity force down.  

The radio signals are transmitted from antennas and routers that signals are picked up by Wi-Fi receivers, such has 
computers and cell phones that are prepared with Wi-Fi cards. [4]Whenever the pc receives the signals inside the vary of 
100-150 feet for router it connect the device in real time. The vary of the Wi-Fi is depends upon the surroundings, indoor 
or out of doors ranges. The Wi-Fi cards can browse the signals and build a web association between user and network. The 
speed of the device exploitation Wi-Fi association will increase because the pc gets nearer to the most supply and speed is 
decreases pc gets any away.  

 

Fig.-2 Working of Wi-Fi 

Many new laptops, mobile phones have inherent Wi-Fi card you ought not to do something that is one in the entire 
most effective factor. If it's a free- based mostly kind of network association the users are promoted with a login id and 
word. The free base network connections conjointly well in some areas. The Wi-Fi network association is making hot 
spots within the cities. The new spots are association purpose of Wi-Fi network. It’s a tiny low box that's hardwired in 
to the web. There are several Wi-Fi hot spots accessible publically places like restaurants, airports, and hotels offices, 
universities etc.  

3.1 Advantages 

LI-FI WI-FI 
• Speed is over Wi-Fi 
• It doesn't need license 
• Low maintenance value 
• extraordinarily energy economical 

  Increased potency 
  Better coverage 
  Flexibility 
  Cost saving 
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• Contain no venturous mercury materials 
• Cheaper than Wi-Fi 
• skilfulness and longevity 
• Secured lightweight doesn't penetrate through 
walls. Secured light does not penetrate through walls. 

  Hotspots 

 
3.2 Disadvantages 
 
 LI-FI WI-FI 
  • Can’t be employed in those areas 

wherever there are sizable amount of 
obstacles or hurdles are gift 

 • If receiver is blocked the signals bring 
to a halt 

 • Interference from external lightweight 
sources 

 • It solely works in direct line of sight 

 • Security 
 • Installation issues 
 • Coverage 
 • Transmission speed 

 

 

3.3 Scope of Li-Fi 

• Up to 100Gbps rate -> 10x improvement over 5G network. 
• 3x lower latency then Wi-Fi. 
• 1000x information measure per unit space. 
• Up to 1000x variety of connected devices per unit space however should be received by actinic radiation. 
• 100% availableness. 
• 100% coverage. 
• 50% reduction in network energy usage. 
• Up to fifty years battery life for low power IoT device. 
 

IV. Working of 5G 

5G technology can introduce advances throughout spec. 5G New Radios, the world customary for a lot of capable 5G 
wireless air interface, can cowl spectrums not employed in 4G. New antennas can incorporate technology called huge 
MIMO (multiple input, multiple output), that permits multiple transmitters and receivers to transfer a lot of knowledge at 
identical time. However 5G technology isn't restricted to the new radio-frequency spectrum. It’s designed to support a 
converged, heterogeneous network combining licenced and unlicensed wireless technologies.[11] This can add 
information measure accessible for users. [5] 

5G architectures are software-defined platforms, within which networking practicality is managed through software 
system instead of hardware. Advancements in virtualization, cloud-based technologies, and IT and business method 
automation modify 5G design to be agile and versatile and to give anytime, anyplace user access. 5G networks will produce 
software-defined subnetwork constructs called network slices. These slices modify network directors to dictate network 
practicality supported users and devices.  

5G conjointly enhances digital experiences through machine-learning (ML)-enabled automation.[6] Demand for response 
times inside fractions of a second (such as those for self-driving cars) need 5G networks to enlist automation with mil and, 
eventually, deep learning and computer science (AI). Machine-driven provisioning and proactive management of traffic 
and services can cut back infrastructure value and enhance the connected expertise.  
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Fig.-3 Working of 5G Networks 

4.1 Scope of 5G 

• Up to 10 Gbps rate -> 10 to 100x improvement over 4G and 5G networks. 

• 1 time unit latency. 

• 1000x information measure per unit space. 

• Up to 100x variety of connected devices per unit space. 

• 99.999% availableness. 

• 100% coverage. 

• 90% reduction in network energy usage. 

• Up to ten years battery life for low power IoT device. 

V. Over-all Result 
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Comparision of transfer of data in Li-Fi, Wi-Fi and 5G network 
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VI. Discussion 
 

On the coordinate axis of the graph sorts of networks are drawn as Li-Fi, WI-FI and 5G networks and also the coordinate 
axis represents the information measure, knowledge transfer rate to the desired devices that are connected through the 
networks. From the subsequent graph, we will conclude that Li-Fi is that the best networks as a result of it's the very best 
information measure, has highest association power and has the high speed for knowledge transfer. 

 
VII. Conclusion 

The Li-Fi technology is currently developed into a omnipresent system technology with innovative networking capabilities 
for universal application to produce a range of device platforms for high-speed net communication. The probabilities area 
unit varied and might be explored additional as a result of the construct of Li-Fi is presently attracting a great deal of eye-
balls as a result of it offers a real and extremely economical different to radio primarily based wireless. Thus, if Li-Fi 
technology is often place into sensible use, each bulb is often used as an alternate to Wi-Fi hotspots. By concluding 
knowledge transmission via VLC as Li-Fi technology, it is also famous primarily based off the analysis dispensed that it's 
much more secure and reliable compared to ancient Wi-Fi design. Thus, we tend to evaluate the safety level of Li-Fi 
compared to Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi is subject to security risks like knowledge escape and session hijacking whereas Li-Fi is 
extremely secure thanks to the sunshine propagation property that doesn't enable the sunshine waves to penetrate 
opaque objects. It provides straightforward, quicker and economical wireless electronic communication. Li-fi can create 
U.S. to proceed towards the cleaner, greener, safer and brighter future. Thus the long run applications of the Li-Fi are often 
foreseen and extended to completely different platforms and numerous walks of human life. 
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